
Retail

Shangxiajiu Street: 
a bustling retail area 
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Confident consumers

With its permanent role as the capital of
Guangdong province, Guangzhou has always
been a hub for trade. Local traders from

surrounding towns and villages would stock up in its
markets. When it later became the nation’s international
port, it became a wholesale centre for China – the place
where foreign goods and Chinese wares were stockpiled
and exchanged. 
In modern times the launch of the China Import-Export

Fair (commonly known as the Canton Fair) in 1957, saw
Guangzhou again become the sole window for direct
international trade with China. But besides the
internationally-minded Canton Fair, Guangzhou also
became home to numerous wholesale outlets, allowing
local traders the opportunity to deal in bulk. 
Eventually, as China began opening its doors wider in

the 1980s, foreigners settled in the city, dealing with these
wholesalers. As a result of this trend, Guangzhou became
home to China’s largest African community – comprised
primarily of traders exporting cheap wholesale items to
their home countries.
There are suggestions that the wholesale economy is

tailing off, with traffic and sales at the Canton Fair
declining, and reports that the once thriving African
community is now receding – partially due to a rise in the
convenience of e-commerce, and partially due to Chinese
companies establishing offices in African nations, cutting
out the middlemen of Guangzhou.
However figures from Guangzhou Bureau of Statistics

report that wholesale and retail spending were still
outperforming food, drink and accomodation as a
proportion of consumer spending in 2015,  rising 11.2% to
Rmb693 billion, while the latter amalgam increased 9.8%
to Rmb100 billion. 
In fact, research from the Fung Business Intelligence

Centre (FBIC) suggested that it was department stores that
were suffering the brunt of losses to e-commerce. In
Guangzhou, a number of department stores have tackled
this problem by opening “e-commerce experiential stores”
which provide two types of goods: duty-paid and bonded
imports. The former items are subjected to all normal
import duties and tariffs, whereas the latter are taxed
more lightly as though they were posted to the individual
from overseas.

Wholesale and
retail sales rose
11.2% in 2015,
totalling Rmb693
billion
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At the high end: Tai  koo Hui Shopping Centre
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Apple's Parc Central retail
store in Guangzhou. When it
opened in January 2016 there
were long queues – in spite of
the rain – as local consumers
lined up to buy iPhones 
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The bonded imports aren’t stocked inside the
experiential stores, but are kept within bonded
warehouses, generally within the Nansha New Zone. The
stores simply retain display items of the bonded goods. As
the name suggests, this model is designed to allow
customers to experience their products before purchasing
them, while continuing to enjoy the low prices offered by
e-commerce sites.
In 2015, Mopark Department Store in Tianhe became the

first in Guangzhou to implement this strategy, converting
one of its departments into an experiential store. Across
Guangzhou a further 15 shops followed suit. Two years
prior to opening its experiential store, Mopark made
another decision to convert parts of its department stores
into factory outlets. According to the Hong Kong Trade
Development Council, on the first day of opening its outlet
stores, mall turnover jumped 300-400% and footfall
nearly doubled. That said, the retail industry in Guangzhou
is still experimenting with models to compete against (and
work with) e-commerce.
But unfortunately for local retailers it is not just e-

commerce that is syphoning business away from the city:
it is Hong Kong too. Many wealthy Guangzhou residents
find it is cheaper to travel across the border to Hong Kong
and return with luxury goods than it is to purchase the
same products at Guangzhou’s malls. There were also signs
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Many wealthy
Guangzhou
residents find it
is cheaper to
travel across the
border to Hong
Kong and return
with luxury
goods than it is
to purchase the
products at
Guangzhou’s
own malls

in 2015 of Guangzhou’s luxury market declining, with sales
of clothes falling year-on-year, and the news that Louis
Vuitton was closing its store in the luxury mall La Perle. A
more nuanced view suggests that while fashion sales
declined, revenue from jewellery rose, and although Louis
Vuitton closed one store it has kept open another in the
Taikoo Hui Mall in Tianhe. 
According to Savills an additional 70,000 square

metres was added to the gross floor area accounted for by
shopping malls across Guangzhou in the first half of 2016,
yet despite this increasing the city’s vacancy rate actually
declined 0.7% from the half before. A number of
international brands found their way into Guangzhou for
the first time too, such as middle market fashion firms
Hollister, French Connection and Old Navy.

Baima Shopping Centre: catering to the mass market
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Guangzhou 2016 Q1 rent rates (retail space)

Vacancy: 3.3% (-0.8% quarter-on-quarter)
First floor rents: Rmb704.1/sqm (stable)

The highest rents
for retail units
are in Tianhe, but
fell marginally in
the first quarter
of 2016
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The malls
In Zhujiang New Town, the CBD at the southern tip of
Tianhe, there is an IFC shopping mall housing mid-to-high
end brands such as Emporio Armani, Sony, Triumph, Lego
and Chow Tai Fook. Although situated en route to one of
Guangzhou’s busiest metro interchanges the mall’s footfall
has not been stellar. Sinopolis noted that a number of
units inside are under development, indicating that
previous tenants hadn’t found their ventures profitable
enough to stay.
Perhaps draining IFC’s consumer base is the GT Land

Plaza Mall a couple of blocks away. The gargantuan
structure consists of four buildings, named for the
seasons, and also houses a 45-storey office tower and a
hotel managed by Dubai’s Jumeirah Group. The shopping
mall caters to a similar class of brands to IFC, but an area of
the top floor has been given over to an “e-commerce
experiential store”.
Slightly further north is Teemall, a much larger

complex than IFC but smaller than the GT Land Plaza.
Teemall, like many others has a broad retail offering,
stocking mid-to-high range fashion brands like Calvin
Klein, Victoria’s Secret and Omega, as well as premium

electronic products, such as those made by Huawei,
Samsung and Apple. However on the upper-levels is the
Teemall Department Store, which sells many of the same
brands that can be found elsewhere in the mall.
In Yuexiu district is the La Perle shopping centre: the

high-end shopping mall from which Louis Vuitton

IFC: competing
with the nearby GT
Land Plaza mall
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departed in late 2015. A Salvatore Ferragamo fitted itself
into the vacated lot, although it already had a store further
inside. Next to the new Ferragamo store is a Hermès. On
the top floor of the mall, a department store has entered
the mix, specialising in designer clothes for children.
What may be confusing for visitors to La Perle is that it

has an interior connection to the adjacent Guangzhou
Friendship Store, but the malls are quite different. La Perle
keeps its emphasis on high-end foreign brands. While the
Friendship Store does offer a variety of foreign fashion
labels, such as Karen Millen and Max & Co, it also stocks a
number of local brands. Moreover, it is an outlet store,
meaning its goods are often steeply discounted.
Offering even cheaper deals and far fewer big brands is

the Baima Clothes Market, a little further west of La Perle.
This is one of Guangzhou’s larger outlet stores, primarily
stocking domestic brands, as well as some Japanese and
South Korean labels. 
But possibly the most similar of the malls to those in

Hong Kong is Taikoo Hui in Tianhe – built by and operated
by Swire, the Hong Kong property conglomerate. Focusing
on prestige stores like Chanel, it adjoins grade A offices and
the Mandarin Oriental hotel.

Prime shopping spots
Taikoo Hui (太古汇）
• Opened: 2006
• Size: 138,000 square metres
• Location: Tianhe District
• Demographic: High-end
• International stores: Chanel, Hermès, Louis Vuitton

Teemall (天河城）
• Opened: 1996
• Size: 160,000 square metres
• Location: Tianhe District
• Demographic: Mid level
• International stores: Calvin Klein, L’Occitane, Omega, Lacoste

La Perle (丽柏广场）
• Opened: 2004
• Size: 10,000 square metres
• Location: Yuexiu District
• Demographic: High-end
• International stores: Hermès, Salvatore Ferragamo, Gucci, Fendi

GT Land Plaza (高德置地广场）
• Opened: 2010 (stage 1), 2014-15 (stage 2)
• Size: 220,000 square metres
• Location: Zhujiang New Town, Tianhe District
• Demographic: Mid-high end
• International stores: New Balance, H&M, Vivienne Westwood, Uni Qlo

Baima (白马服装市场）
• Opened: 1993
• Size: 60,000 square metres
• Location: Yuexiu District
• Demographic: Low-mid level
• International stores: Mostly domestic
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La Perle
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A trend setter

Treasury Wine Estates (TWE) China sales director
for its wholesale division, Jack Wu, prefers to
view the Guangzhou market less as a singular

entity and more as one part of a complex ecosystem.
“We look at Guangdong province, rather than just the
city of Guangzhou, because consumption levels in
some of the tier-two cities are higher than even those
in the first-tiers”. Although Wu admits that
Guangzhou is probably leading sales in The South
(TWE’s term for the Guangdong market), he stresses
the importance of its neighbouring cities, such as
Foshan, for sales growth.
To this end, Guangzhou is effectively a dynamic

showroom for the Australian company’s labels – which
include the Australian wines Penfolds and Wolf Blass and
Stag’s Leap from Napa Valley in the US. 
The wine market in this provincial capital has

already matured substantially: a refinement in large
part due to the volume of inter-regional and

international trade handled by the city’s offices. The
city’s government previously drove much of the wine
industry’s sales but since officials are now prohibited
from taking part in luxury banquets the private sector
has taken a greater share. 
Wu notes that when clients congregate in Guangzhou

to wine and dine it is an opportunity for TWE  to spread
awareness of its products.
According to him, ‘The South’ market provides this type

of organic advertising more readily than elsewhere in
China. This speaks to how the Cantonese enjoy their food;
a passion that reveals itself readily through the local
cuisine. “The South market is actually the biggest cognac
market in China,” Wu says, “Because they drink it during
lunch and dinner.”
Thanks to this refined palate, the Guangzhou wine

market is arguably a good litmus test for the rest of China,
indicating which trends might develop. But in some of the
neighbouring second-tier cities, TWE is still in educating
mode, having run 50 wine tasting dinners over the last six
months. After introducing their own wines at these
events, TWE promotes them as luxury gifts for partners
and clients, further feeding on the Pearl River Delta’s
business acumen.

Treasury Wine
Estates uses
Guangzhou as a
base to promote
its wine brands
throughout
Guangdong
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Sales of
consumer goods
are growing each
year in
Guangzhou but
the rate of
growth is slowing
towards single
digits

Consumer goods sales and yearly growth
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